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Partners in crime, Tommee May and Liz Iacuzzi 

 

Introducing H-Wood’s Next Female Comedic Duo 

Partners in crime, Tommee May and Liz Iacuzzi, take inspiration from their Los Angeles 

dating horror stories to create episodes for their web-series, The One ‘N Done. Based 

(quite loosely) on real-life dating traumas, the web series follows two best friends, each 

in search of “the one” who can’t seem to make it past one date. Each episode follows 

one train wreck first date after the next. Using the gift of exaggeration and shock-value, 

every three-to-five minute episode will leave you in hysterics, unsure whether you want 

to cry for them or cheer them on. And with the gift of it being a series made for the web, 

the women give themselves the license to “go there.” Which they definitely do. (See 

Episode 2: http://www.theonendone.com/) It’s fun, it’s funny, it’s women making fun of 

themselves. These girls have found a fantastic outlet to release and explore the 

madness of dating in Los Angeles, California, the adult playground of America. 

  



Behind the scenes, Season 1: 

 
 

Jamie (above left, played by Ms. May) surprises her boyfriend with an anniversary gift 

[she thought] he always wanted in Episode 1, “HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!!!!” (http:// 

theonendone.com/Episode_1.html) 

Alex (above right, played by Ms. Iacuzzi) gives her date an alternative kind of lap dance 

in Episode 6, “The Art of Seduction.” (http://theonendone.com/Episode_6.html) 

 
 

Or will Jamie and Alex be alone, together, forever? You can catch episodes of the entire first 

season RIGHT NOW: (www.TheOneNDone.com) Cautionary note: Not all content is appropriate 

for work or around children. Laugh at your own risk. 



 

 

“I would totally date these girls.” - Nobody Created by Liz Iacuzzi and Tommee May 

www.TheOneNDone.com 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.lasplash.com/publish/686‐New‐Talent/tommee‐may‐and‐liz‐iacuzzi.php 


